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Abstract  Ubiquitous Display (UD) is a mobile projection 

robot that consists of mobile platform and projector with 

pan-tilt mechanism. This structure enables UD to project 

images on any surfaces such as a wall, a floor, or an object. 

In this paper, some structural issues of previous prototype 

are described. In addition, new prototype of UD 

re-developed to improve the issues and developing soft-

ware modules are introduced. 
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1. Introduction 
 

 A Communication Robot has become one of the hottest 

research topics on Human-Machine Interaction (HMI). In 

the near future, it can be expected that the Communication 

Robots communicate with and support for humans in 

public facilities such as shopping mall, museum, and city 

hall. In related studies, various Communication Robots 

and interaction methods were proposed. For instance, 

Kanda proposed an effective guide robot that can explain 

the way in shopping mall [1]. Satake proposed a behavior 

strategy to approach walking humans in order to initiate 

conversation [2]. 

On the other hand, methods of information presentation 

have been diversified owing to technological innovation. 

Augmented Reality (AR) using video see-through such as 

Head Mount Display (HMD) or Smartphone can be one of 

the information presentation methods [3]. It allows hu-

mans to understand what the information means easily 

because the information is overlapped onto an image taken 

real world by camera. In this method, however, humans 

have to mount or carry the devices. Even though it became 

lighter than before, it is too heavy for humans to mount 

HMD on their head, and it is not comfortable. In case of 

Smartphone, it may cause fatal accidents that humans 

watch small display when they are walking (e.g. fall to 

railroad at station). 

Ubiquitous Display (UD) is a mobile projection robot 

that solves the above problems. UD consists of mobile 

platform and projector with pan-tilt mechanism shown in 

Fig. 1.  The mobile platform has ultrasonic sensors for 

simple environment recognition such as localization, col-

lision avoidance, and human detection. This structure 

enables UD to project visual information onto a plane 

which locates at UD to over-

lapped information onto real object which the human 

watches. Owing to this feature, comfortable and easily 

comprehensible information presentation for humans can 

be achieved.  

 

2. Behavior Models 
 
  In previous study, behavior models of UD, which are 

our main research topics, were proposed to enable 

providing human visual information autonomously. There 

are two behavior models of UD; one is the basic behavior 

model and the other is the applied behavior model. The 

basic behavior model is a general model, and was built to 

make UD to provide information for one person. The 

applied behavior model is specialized one that supposes 

UD to be used in large-scale public facility, and to provide 

visual information for multiple customers. 
 

2.1 Basic Behavior Model 
 

In case of information presentation by UD, the projec-

osition is very important. If humans or obstacles 

locate between projector and projection surface, occlusion 

 
 Fig. 1. Ubiquitous Display: (left) Exterior of pre-

vious prototype; (right) Augmentation of 

display onto the door. 

 
 Fig. 2. Interaction Properties of UD: (left) collision 

avoidance; (center) distortion correct of pro-

jected image; (right) occlusion avoidance 
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of projected image will occur. In addition, Yamaoka [4] 

reported that communication constraints between humans 

were able to be applied to human-robot interaction in case 

of designing behavior model of voice guidance robot. 

Based on the communication constraints, we proposed 

basic behavior model of UD [5]. This model assumes that 

interaction properties of UD are categorized into three as it 

is shown in Fig. 2. According to the properties, the model 

is built as described in followings. First, UD evaluates 

optimal projection position according to visibil-

ity by considering 4 factors based on ergonomics shown in 

Fig. 3. i-

tion in order to enables humans to obtain visual infor-

mation safe and comfortable by evaluating 9 factors 

shown in Fig. 4. Finally, UD plans moving path which 

leads to optimal standing position by using modified 

Navigation Function [6] based on 9 evaluation factors 

above. In order to make UD to cope with dynamic envi-

ronment, above routine should be executed constantly. 

 

2.2 Applied Behavior Model 
 

In the future, it can be supposed that UD will provide 

visual information (e.g. advertisements of recommended 

shops) to people in a large-scale public facility such as a 

shopping mall.  

Gross reported that when a communication robot is 

supposed to be used in a public facility, scenarios ac-

cording to the purpose of the facility for the robot become 

very important [7]. Hence, 4 situations shown in Fig. 5 are 

assumed when UD is providing services in the facility [8].  

We focused on Promotion  that is providing adver-

tisement for walkers in the facility, and proposed novel 

behavior model specialized for this purpose. This model 

approach to a person based on Friendly Patrolling [9] for 

effective and approachable information presentation. The 

result of 3D simulation experiment (Fig. 6) shows that 

stable information presentation for walking users is 

achieved. 

 

3. Issues in Previous Prototype 
 
 Previous prototype of UD has some problems. In this 

section, the problems are listed and each problem will be 

described. 
 
A. Shaky Visual Information 
    

Since differential drive wheeled mobile platform easily 

trembles during its movement and it leads shaky projected 

images. It is obvious that small quake of UD affects big 

quake of visual information which is projected on the floor 

or the wall, and shaky visual information is uncomfortable 

 
 

(a)  Evaluation of 9 factors (b) Path Planning 

 Fig. 4. Decision Model for Optimal Standing Posi-

tion and its Path of UD 

 
(a) Evaluation of 4 factors (b) Optimal Position 

 Fig. 3. Decision Model for Optimal Position of 

Projection 

 
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

 Fig. 6. Simulation Scenes of Applied Behavior 

Model: UD provides visual information 

(red colored rectangle) for multiple 

walkers 

 
 Fig. 5. Supposed service situations of UD 



for human. Therefore, more stable mobile platform should 

be adopted to improve it.  

 

B. Performance of Actuators of Projector Platform 
 

Because of low angular control resolution, projected 

visual information does not move smoothly. This fact 

might be one reason of shaky visual information. There-

fore, actuators that have higher performance should be 

mounted on new UD. 

 

C. Too High Center of Mass 
 

The center of mass of UD should be located low enough 

to achieve enough stability. The center of mass can be 

decided by heavy parts such as DC-AC inverter which 

previous UD located at higher position. Owing to this 

problem, UD might fall down during acceleration or de-

celeration. In addition, it can be guessed that this issue is 

one of the reasons for shaky visual information. Thus, 

heavy parts should be removed or placed at lower position. 

Also, it is one of the solutions that height of UD is lowered, 

but it has trade-off relation between the stability and 

flexibility of projected image that includes size, degree of 

trapezoid distortion, and focal length of the projected 

image. 

 
D. Movement Constraint of Mobile Platform 
 

Since mobile platform of UD is differential drive 

wheeled structure, there is some limitation in its move-

ment. For instance, the mobile platform cannot move to 

the side instantly. The lateral movements are realized only 

using fusion of rotational and translate motion. It causes 

slow movement of UD that is unsuitable for constant in-

formation presentation. 

 

E. Dependency on External Sensors for Environment 

Recognition 
    

In the previous UD, environmental information such as 

UD s pose and human s pose are recognized and provided 

by many sensors installed in the experimental environment. 

It means that the actions of UD depend on external sensors. 

However, it is preferable that UD recognizes environment 

information independently because installing numerous 

sensors is not practical assuming that UD is used in 

large-scale public facility. The mobile platform of previ-

ous prototype contains ultrasonic sonar for simple envi-

ronment recognition, but its accuracy and resolution does 

not satisfy demands of UD. Thus, some sensors that have 

higher accuracy and resolution should be mounted in new 

UD. 
 

4. New Prototype 
 

In order to improve the above problems, new prototype 

of UD is being developed as shown in Fig. 7. In this sec-

tion, the new prototype and its advantages are described. 
 

4.1 Power Source 
 

A high performance computer is required because UD 

is desired to achieve stand-alone computation (not to rely 

on external computation resources). It is an obvious fact 

that high performance computer consumes huge power. In 

order to cope with this problem, large capacity batteries 

and an inverter are adopted as shown in Fig. 8 (c) and (d). 

To supply power for actuators and sensors, a DC-DC 

converter is mounted as shown in Fig. 8 (b). 
 

4.2 Improvement of Stability Issue 
 

For stability, a new prototype is designed to lower the 

center of mass and lighten the total weight. In order to 

reduce the weight, aluminum plates are holed as shown in 

Fig. 8 (a). The holes are also used to pass cables and fix 

devices as shown in Fig. 8 (e). 
 

4.3 Mobile Platform 
 

In order to increase freedom of movement of UD, 

KUKA youBot platform is adopted as a mobile platform. 

It has omni-directional movement structure. Owing to this 

feature, rapid movement and information presentation can 

be expected. Since the platform does not tremble so much, 

the stability of projected image will be improved greatly. 
 

4.4 Projector Platform 
 

As actuators of projector platform, Robotis Dynamixel 

MX-64 is adopted. The actuator has been improved re-

markably in angular control resolution and smooth motion 

compared to previous one. Therefore, smooth movement 

of projected image can be expected. 
 

4.5 Sensors 
 

For independent environment recognition of UD, two 

Laser Range Finders (LRF / HOKUYO UTM-30LX) and 

Microsoft Kinect are mounted. LRFs are used for locali-

zation, collision avoidance, and human detection. Kinect 

is used to recognize feature, reaction, and gesture of hu-

man. Thus, it can be expected that UD can provide per-

sonalized information based on user s height and gender. 

Interactive information presentation also can be realized in 

the new prototype. For instance, if UD can recognize 

user s reaction to the visual information (e.g. The user is 

interested in the information. , The user desires to know 

details of the information. , The user rejects the infor-

mation service. ) by analyzing data obtained from Kinect, 

UD is able to provide optimal additional information or 

stop undesired information presentation according to the 

reaction.  

 
 Fig. 7. New Prototype, Ubiquitous Display 2.0 



 

5. Software Development for New Prototype 
 

In order to achieve autonomous control of UD, we are 

developing software for UD. The software consists of 

three modules as shown in Fig. 9. 

RT-Middleware [10] is adopted as software platform to 

increase development efficiency. The RT-Middleware 

aims at establishing a common platform based on the 

distributed object technology and which would support the 

construction of various networked robotic systems by the 

integration of various network enabled robotic elements 

called RT-Components.  
 

5.1 Definition of Coordinate Systems 
 

In order to build kinematic formulation of UD, several 

coordinate systems are defined as shown in Fig. 10 and 

Table 1. The projected image coordinate system 
IO  is 

defined so that projection plane corresponds with 0z  

plane to simplify distortion correction of projected image. 
 

5.2 Environmental Recognition (in progress) 
 

For autonomous service of UD, understanding envi-

ronmental information is also very important. Some 

RT-Components which implement Monte Carlo SLAM 

(Simultaneous Localization and Mapping) and human 

detection are published [11]. Thus, they are being applied 

to new UD system. Figure 11 shows built map by the 

SLAM Component. 
 

5.3 Robot Control 
 

After decision of optimal behavior of UD, a control 

function which makes UD to behave as desired is required.  

Table 1 Description of the Coordinate Axes 
 

IO  The projection image coordinate axis located 

on center of desired position; 
GO  The global coordinate axis located on the floor 

where UD moves; 
RO  The robot coordinate axis located on the floor 

under center of mobile platform; 
OCO  The projector coordinate axis located on opti-

cal center of projector (before rotation); 
'OCO  The projector coordinate axis located on opti-

cal center of projector (after rotation); 

 

 
 Fig. 10. Visualized Coordinate Systems of UD 

   
(a) Processed Plate (b) DC-DC Converter and Fuse (c) Basis Devices of Power 

   
(d) DC-AC Inverter (e) Computer Mounter (f) Mounted Computer 

 Fig. 8. Progress of Assembly of New Prototype 

 
 Fig. 9. Three Modules of UD Software 



 
A. Movement Control of Mobile Platform 
    

In order to make desired pose of UD, PID (Proportion-

al-Integral-Derivative) controller which is a method of 

feedback control is applied. The input value is desired 

pose of UD in robot coordinate system which can be also 

called difference between current pose and desired one as 

shown in Fig. 12. The control output is velocity vector 

which includes angular velocity and translational one. 

The translational error value 
transe  can be calculated as 

shown in Eq. (1), and control output are calculated as 

shown in Eq. (2) - (5), where 
pK  is Proportional Gain, 

iK  is Integral Gain, 
DK  is Derivative Gain, and dt  is 

process time. 
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B. Actuator Control of Projector Platform 
    
 In order to project visual information on desired posi-

tion, pan-tilt actuators of projector platform must be con-

trolled properly. Thus, the inverse kinematics equations 

are built as shown in Eq. (6) - (8).  p  is 3-dimensional 

position  vector (i.e. Tzyx )(p ), and 
10 CCM is a 

transformation matrix which transforms coordinate system 

from 
0C  to 

1C . After transforming desired projection 

position into projector coordinate system, the inverse 

kinematics problem can be solved easily by using simple 

trigonometric function. 
 

G

RGOCR

OC
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C. Correction of Trapezoid Distortion of Projected Image 
    

Generally, when a projector is not aligned with projec-

tion plane, a projected image will be distorted. Therefore, 

distortion correction is required so as to provide un-

distorted visual information for humans. 

Projector geometry can be explained with pin-hole 

camera model. According to this model, relationship be-

tween pixel position (2-dimensions) and global position 

(3-dimensions) can be shown by intrinsic parameters and 

extrinsic parameters. In case of UD, intrinsic parameters 

can be regarded as a fixed matrix, and it is calculated by 

applying Tsai s calibration method [12]. The extrinsic 

parameters are a variable matrix which relies on robot pose, 

angles of pan-tilt actuators, and projection position. Thus, 

the extrinsic parameters 
OC'PM  can be calculated by 

multiplying transformation matrixes between each coor-

dinate system as shown in Eq. (9). In addition, 

homography matrix 
OCPH  between projection plane and 

pixel plane can be calculated as shown in Eq. (10), where 

A  is internal parameter of projector, and 'M OC'P
 is a 

matrix which is removed third column from 
OC'PM  by 

regarding projection plane corresponds with 0z  plane 

in projected image coordinate system. The trapezoid dis-

tortion correction is achieved by perspective transform 

based on the homography matrix. 
 

PRRGOCROC'OCOC'P MMMMM  (9) 
 

'AMH OC'POCP
 (10) 

 

5.4 Autonomous Control (planned) 
 
 As we mentioned above, our main research topic is 

building novel autonomous control method of UD which 

is named behavior model, and specialized to be used in 

large-scale public facilities such as shopping malls. 

 The most different feature between new prototype 

and previous one is source of environmental information. 

In case of previous system, the information was obtained 

from a lot of external sensors installed in experimental 

space. Therefore, it could be assumed that UD is able to 

recognize all of environmental information in scope of its 

activity. On the other hand, since new UD uses some 

sensors mounted on itself for the recognition, the infor-

 
 Fig. 12. Motion Control of UD 

 
 Fig. 11. A map built by SLAM Component  



mation volume which UD can understand is less than 

previous one. In other words, global environmental 

recognition is complicated by obstacles such as humans. 

Therefore, novel behavior model must consider the above 

issue.  
 

6. Experiment 
 
 A real machine experiment was conducted to verify the 

performance of new prototype. Figure 13 shows some 

scenes of the experiment. In this experiment, UD was 

controlled manually. UD was able to project visual in-

formation on the floor as shown in Fig. 13 (a) and on the 

wall in Fig. 13 (b). Trapezoid distortion is corrected as 

shown in Fig. 13 (c). In addition, UD followed the man 

and provided the information in the field of view as shown 

in Fig. 13 (d)  (f). 
 

7. Conclusions and Future Works 
 

 In this paper, the behavior models of Ubiquitous 

Display were introduced as our previous works. After then, 

some problems of previous prototype were described, and 

new prototype that is expected to improve the problems 

was proposed. Software modules which are required and 

in progress were described too. 

After completion of the development of the software 

modules, we will research on novel model that decides 

optimal behavior to satisfy comfortable presentation with 

visual information and recognize reaction of human sim-

ultaneously for interaction between UD and humans. 
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